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(54) REFRIGERATOR

(57) A refrigerator in which a storage box can be suf-
ficiently drawn by placing a sliding shelf at the bottom of
the storage box, and the storage box is easily inserted
when it is inserted into inside the storage chamber, and
less noise is generated, is provided. The refrigerator in-
cludes a storage box received in a storage chamber and
inserted and drawn by sliding, a sliding shelf combined
with a lower portion of the storage box and configured to
guide the storage box to be inserted and drawn, and a
combining unit provided at both sidewalls of the storage
chamber to be combined with the sliding shelf, and the
sliding shelf includes a sliding part combined with the
lower portion of the storage box, a cover rail combined
with the combining unit and guiding the storage box to
be inserted and drawn by sliding, a slide rail provided at
the sliding part to slide along the cover rail, and a
self-closing unit combined with the sliding part, config-
ured to accumulate an elastic force when the storage box
is drawn and transfer the elastic force in a direction in
which the storage box is inserted into the storage cham-
ber when the storage box is inserted, and provided with
an oil damper which absorbs a shock, which is generated
by the elastic force when the storage box is inserted, is
provided.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a refrigerator
having a storage unit which is inserted and drawn by a
sliding shelf.

[Background Art]

[0002] Generally, a refrigerator includes storage
chambers and a cold air supply apparatus for supplying
cold air to the storage chambers to keep food fresh.
[0003] The insides of the storage chambers maintain
temperatures, each of which is within a designated range,
required to store food in a fresh state.
[0004] Front surfaces of such storage chambers of the
refrigerator are opened, and the opened front surfaces
are closed by doors to maintain the temperatures of the
insides of the storage chambers at normal times.
[0005] The storage chambers are divided into a plural-
ity of chambers by partitions, and among the plurality of
storage chambers, a storage chamber provided at an
upper side is opened and closed by two doors rotatably
hinged and another storage chamber provided at the low-
er side is opened and closed by a storage box sliding in
forward and backward directions.
[0006] The storage box is inserted into and drawn from
the storage chamber by a sliding unit in a sliding manner,
and the sliding unit includes a cover rail provided at both
sidewalls of the storage chamber and slide rails provided
at an outside of both side surfaces of the storage box to
be guided along the cover rail.
[0007] Since this constitution, in which a rail structure
of the sliding unit is provided at the side surfaces of the
storage box, is operated by installing a roller at the side
surfaces of the storage box, the distance of the storage
box to be drawn is shortened such that food inside the
storage box is difficult to take.
[0008] Additionally, a user needs to push the storage
box until an end to sufficiently insert the storage box when
the storage box is inserted inside the storage chamber,
and noise is caused while the storage box is inserted.

[Disclosure]

[Technical Problem]

[0009] One aspect of the present invention provides a
refrigerator in which a storage box can be sufficiently
drawn by placing a sliding shelf at the bottom of the stor-
age box.
[0010] Additionally, a refrigerator, in which when a stor-
age box is inserted inside a storage chamber, the storage
box is easily inserted, and less noise is generated, is
provided.

[Technical Solution]

[0011] A refrigerator according to one embodiment of
the present invention includes a main body, a storage
chamber provided inside the main body such that a front
surface is open, a storage box received in the storage
chamber and inserted and drawn by sliding, a sliding shelf
combined with a lower portion of the storage box and
guiding the storage box to be inserted and drawn, and
combining unit provided at both sidewalls of the storage
chamber to be combined with the sliding shelf, wherein
the sliding shelf includes a sliding part combined with the
lower portion of the storage box, a cover rail combined
with the combining unit and configured to guide the stor-
age box to be inserted and drawn by sliding, a slide rail
provided at the sliding part to slide along the cover rail,
and a self-closing unit combined with the sliding part,
configured to accumulate an elastic force when the stor-
age box is drawn and transfer an elastic force in a direc-
tion in which the storage box is inserted when the storage
box is inserted, and provided with an oil damper which
absorbs a shock which is generated by an elastic force
when the storage box is inserted.
[0012] The combining unit may be integrally provided
at both sidewalls of the storage chamber such that the
cover rail is fitted into the combining unit by sliding.
[0013] The cover rail may include a fastening hole into
which a fastening member is fitted such that the cover
rail is fastened to the combining unit by the fastening
member after the cover rail is inserted into the combining
unit.
[0014] A combining protrusion which protrudes up-
wardly may be provided at an upper portion of both sides
of a front of the sliding part for a combination of the stor-
age box and the sliding part, and a combining groove,
into which the combining protrusion is inserted, may be
provided at a position corresponding to the combining
protrusion at the storage box.
[0015] The storage box may be combined with an up-
per portion of the sliding part after the cover rail is com-
bined with the combining unit.
[0016] The self-closing unit may include a case sepa-
rately provided at both sides of a lower portion of the
sliding part and configured to form an exterior, an elastic
unit which is provided inside the case and accumulates
an elastic force when the storage box is drawn and trans-
fers the elastic force in the direction in which the storage
box is inserted into the storage chamber when the stor-
age box is inserted, and the oil damper combined with
the elastic unit.
[0017] The elastic unit may include a slider moved lin-
early inside the case, a rotator rotatably combined with
the slider, and an elastic member of which both ends are
respectively combined with the slider and the case.
[0018] The cover rail may be provided with a locking
member which is locked to the rotator when the storage
box is inserted or drawn such that the rotator is moved
linearly in the same direction as a moving direction of the
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storage box.
[0019] A fixer of which one end of the elastic member
is fixed, a first receiving part in which the elastic member
is received, a second receiving part in which the oil damp-
er is received, a guide rail which guides the rotator, and
a guide part which is provided to be parallel with the guide
rail and guides the locking member to be moved linearly
may be provided inside the case.
[0020] The guide rail may include a straight route which
guides the rotator to be moved linearly in forward and
backward directions, and a locking part which is provided
at one end of the straight route such that the rotator is
rotated and fixed.
[0021] The rotator may include a protrusion which pro-
trudes toward the guide rail and is received in the guide
rail such that the rotator is guided along the guide rail, a
rotation axis which allows the rotator to be rotatably com-
bined with the slider, and a locking groove which is pro-
vided so as to receive and lock the locking member.
[0022] The slider may include a rotation hole in which
the rotation axis is rotatably combined, a first fixing
groove in which the elastic member is fixed, and a second
fixing groove in which the oil damper is fixed.
[0023] The oil damper may include a body part an in-
side of which is filled with oil and which is received in the
second receiving part, and a moving unit which is re-
ceived inside the body part, fixed at the second fixing
groove and moved linearly together with the slider, and
inserted into and drawn from the body part, wherein a
locking tab is provided in the second receiving part so as
to fix the body part to prevent a movement of the body
part.
[0024] The self-closing unit may be moved together
with the storage box in a direction in which the storage
box is drawn from the storage chamber and the rotator
may be locked to the locking member and moved along
the straight route such that the elastic member is
stretched, during a process of removing the storage box.
[0025] The rotator may be moved along the straight
route together with the slider and rotates around the ro-
tation axis to be locked to the locking part, the elastic
member may maintain a stretched state when the rotator
is locked and fixed at the locking part, and the locking
member may be moved along the guide part such that
the storage box is completely drawn while the locking
member is separated from the locking groove.
[0026] The self-closing unit may be moved together
with the storage box in the direction in which the storage
box is inserted into the storage chamber and the rotator
may be locked to the locking member while the locking
member is moved along the guide part such that the ro-
tator is rotated around the rotation axis and is released
from the locking part, during a process of inserting the
storage box.
[0027] The rotator may be moved along the straight
route, and the elastic force of the elastic member may
be transferred to the storage box in the direction in which
the storage box is inserted into the storage chamber such

that the storage box is inserted, when the rotator is re-
leased from the locking part.
[0028] The oil damper absorbs a shock which is gen-
erated when the storage box is inserted in such a manner
that the moving unit fixed to the slider is moved together
with the slider and drawn to an outside of the body part
when the storage box is drawn, and the moving unit is
moved together with the slider and inserted into the body
part when the storage box is inserted.
[0029] Additionally, a refrigerator according to one em-
bodiment of the present invention includes a main body,
a storage chamber provided inside the main body such
that a front surface is open, a storage box received in the
storage chamber, a cover rail combined with both side-
walls of the storage chamber and guiding the storage
box to be inserted and drawn by sliding, a slide unit com-
bined with a lower portion of the storage box to slide along
the cover rail, and a self-closing unit which is combined
with the slide unit and transfers an elastic force in a di-
rection in which the storage box is inserted into the stor-
age chamber, wherein the self-closing unit includes an
elastic unit which accumulates an elastic force when the
storage box is drawn, and an oil damper which accumu-
lates a damping force when the elastic unit accumulates
the elastic force, and the accumulated elastic force and
damping force act on the storage box at the same time
when the storage box is inserted such that the storage
box is inserted by the elastic force and a shock, which is
generated on the storage box when the storage box is
inserted, is absorbed by the damping force.
[0030] The slide unit may include a sliding part com-
bined with the lower portion of the storage box, and a
slide rail provided in the sliding part to slide along the
cover rail.
[0031] The self-closing unit may further include a case
separately provided at both sides of a lower portion of
the sliding part and forming an exterior, and the elastic
unit and the oil damper may be received inside the case.
[0032] The elastic unit may include a slider moved lin-
early inside the case, a rotator rotatably combined with
the slider, and an elastic member of which both ends are
respectively combined with the slider and the case.
[0033] The cover rail is provided with a locking member
which is locked to the rotator when the storage box is
inserted or drawn such that the rotator is moved linearly
in the same direction as a moving direction of the storage
box.
[0034] A fixer of which one end of the elastic member
is fixed, a first receiving part in which the elastic member
is received, a second receiving part in which the oil damp-
er is received, a guide rail which guides the rotator, and
a guide part which is provided to be parallel with the guide
rail and guides the locking member to be moved linearly
may be provided inside the case.
[0035] The guide rail may include a straight route which
guides the rotator to be moved linearly in forward and
backward directions, and a locking part which is provided
at one end of the straight route such that the rotator is
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rotated and fixed.
[0036] The rotator may include a protrusion which pro-
trudes toward the guide rail and is received in the guide
rail such that the rotator is guided along the guide rail, a
rotation axis which allows the rotator to be rotatably com-
bined with the slider, and a locking groove which is pro-
vided so as to receive and lock the locking member.
[0037] The slider may include a rotation hole in which
the rotation axis is rotatably combined, a first fixing
groove in which the elastic member is fixed, and a second
fixing groove in which the oil damper is fixed.
[0038] The oil damper may include a body part an in-
side of which is filled with oil and which is received in the
second receiving part, and a moving unit which is re-
ceived inside the body part, fixed at the second fixing
groove and moved linearly together with the slider, and
inserted into and drawn from the body part, wherein a
locking tab is provided in the second receiving part so as
to fix the body part to prevent a movement of the body
part.
[0039] The self-closing unit may be moved together
with the storage box in a direction in which the storage
box is drawn from the storage chamber and the rotator
may be locked to the locking member and moved along
the straight route such that the elastic member is
stretched, during a process of removing the storage box.
[0040] The rotator may be moved along the straight
route together with the slider and rotates around the ro-
tation axis to be locked to the locking part, the elastic
member may maintain a stretched state when the rotator
is locked and fixed at the locking part, and the locking
member may be moved along the guide part such that
the storage box is completely drawn while the locking
member is separated from the locking groove.
[0041] The self-closing unit may be moved together
with the storage box in the direction in which the storage
box is inserted into the storage chamber and the rotator
may be locked to the locking member while the locking
member is moved along the guide part such that the ro-
tator is rotated around the rotation axis and is released
from the locking part, during a process of inserting the
storage box.
[0042] The rotator may be moved along the straight
route and an elastic force of the elastic member may be
transferred to the storage box in the direction in which
the storage box is inserted into the storage chamber such
that the storage box is inserted, when the rotator is re-
leased from the locking part.
[0043] The oil damper absorbs a shock which is gen-
erated when the storage box is inserted in such a manner
that the moving unit fixed to the slider is moved together
with the slider and drawn to an outside of the body part
when the storage box is drawn, and the moving unit may
be moved with the slider and inserted into the body part
when the storage box is inserted.
[0044] Additionally, a refrigerator according to one em-
bodiment of the present invention includes a main body,
a storage chamber provided inside the main body such

that a front surface is open, a storage box received in the
storage chamber, a cover rail combined with both side-
walls of the storage chamber and guiding the storage
box to be inserted and drawn by sliding, and in which a
locking member is provided, a slide unit combined with
a lower portion of the storage box to slide along the cover
rail, an elastic unit which is combined with the slide unit,
and in which a locking groove, which is locked to the
locking member when the storage box is inserted or
drawn, is provided to accumulate an elastic force when
the locking member is locked to the locking groove while
the storage box is drawn, and to transfer the elastic force
to the storage box when the locking member is locked to
the locking groove while the storage box is inserted, and
an oil damper, which accumulates a damping force when
the elastic unit accumulates the elastic force and absorbs
a shock, which is generated on the storage box by the
elastic force, using the accumulated damping force when
the elastic unit transfers the elastic force to the storage
box.

[Advantageous Effects]

[0045] According to embodiments of the present inven-
tion, a storage box is sufficiently drawn such that food
stored inside the storage box can easily be taken out.
[0046] Additionally, the storage box is easily inserted
with only a small force, and a shock which is generated
by an elastic force when the storage box is inserted is
absorbed such that noise can be decreased, and a rapid
movement by the elastic force can be prevented.

[Description of Drawings]

[0047]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a refrigerator accord-
ing to one embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a view illustrating a sliding shelf which is
combined inside a storage chamber according to one
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 3 is a view illustrating the sliding shelf which is
combined inside the storage chamber according to
one embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 4 is a view illustrating a storage box which is
combined with the sliding shelf according to one em-
bodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 5 is an expanded view illustrating a cover rail
of FIG. 4 which is combined with a combining unit.
FIG. 6 is a view illustrating the sliding shelf which is
combined with a storage unit according to one em-
bodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 7 is a view illustrating the sliding shelf according
to one embodiment of the present invention, when
viewed from bottom.
FIG. 8 is a view illustrating a sliding part which is
drawn from the sliding shelf of FIG. 7.
FIG. 9 is an exploded perspective view of a self-clos-
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ing unit according to one embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 10 is a view illustrating a self-closing unit ac-
cording to one embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 11 is a view illustrating a part of the self-closing
unit according to one embodiment of the present in-
vention as seen from the bottom.
FIG. 12 is a view illustrating a state of the storage
box which is inserted into the storage chamber ac-
cording to one embodiment of the present invention.
FIGS. 13 and FIG. 14 are views illustrating a drawing
operation of the storage box according to one em-
bodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 15 is a view illustrating an inserting operation
of the storage box according to one embodiment of
the present invention.

[Modes of the Invention]

[0048] Hereinafter, a detailed description will be given
according to embodiments of the present invention re-
ferring to the accompanying drawings.
[0049] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 to 8, a refrigerator in-
cludes a main body 10, a plurality of storage chambers
20, each of which has an opened front surface, provided
in the main body 10, doors 30 rotatably combined with
the main body 10 so as to open and close the opened
front surface of the storage chambers 20, storage boxes
40 which are received within the storage chambers 20
by being inserted thereinto and drawn therefrom by slid-
ing, and sliding shelves 100 guiding the storage boxes
40 to be inserted and drawn by sliding.
[0050] The main body 10 includes an inner case (not
shown) forming the storage chambers 20, an outer case
(not shown) forming an exterior, and a cold air supply
apparatus (not shown) supplying cold air to the storage
chambers 20.
[0051] The cold air supply apparatus may include a
compressor, a condenser, an expansion valve, an evap-
orator, an air blower fan and a cold air duct, etc., and a
thermal insulating material (not shown) is provided be-
tween the inner case and the outer case of the main body
10 so as to prevent cold air leakage.
[0052] The storage chambers 20 may be divided into
a plurality of chambers by partitions 11, that is, may be
divided into an upper storage chamber 21, a middle stor-
age chamber 22 and a lower storage chamber 23 dis-
posed sequentially in a downward direction, and each
storage chamber may store food in a refrigerated state
or a frozen state, as needed.
[0053] Multiple shelves 24 may be provided within the
upper storage chamber 21 to divide the upper storage
chamber 21 into a plurality of chambers, and a plurality
of storage containers 25 in which food, etc. can be stored
may be provided within the upper storage chamber 21.
[0054] The upper storage chamber 21 may be opened
and closed by the doors 30 rotatably combined with the
main body 10, and the middle storage chamber 22 and

the lower storage chamber 23 may be opened and closed
by the storage boxes 40 slidable with respect to the main
body 10.
[0055] A plurality of door guards 31 receiving foods,
etc. may be installed on rear surfaces of the doors 30.
[0056] The storage boxes 40 are inserted into and
drawn from the middle storage chamber 22 and the lower
storage chamber 25 in a sliding manner by the sliding
shelves 100.
[0057] For convenience, the storage box 40 inserted
into and drawn from the lower storage chamber 23 will
be exemplarily explained, and the sliding shelf 100 in-
serted into and drawn from the lower storage chamber
23 and combined with the storage box 40 will be exem-
plarily explained.
[0058] The sliding shelf 100 is combined with a lower
portion of the storage box 40 so that the storage box 40
is inserted into and draws from the storage chamber 20.
[0059] Combining units 26 may be provided at both
sidewalls of the storage chamber 20 for combining with
a cover rail 120, and the combining unit 26 may be inte-
grally provided at both sidewalls of the storage chamber
20.
[0060] The combining unit 26 is provided so that the
cover rail 120 may be inserted by sliding.
[0061] Regarding to a process of installing the sliding
shelf 100, firstly the cover rail 120 of the sliding shelf 100
is pushed into the combining unit 26 by sliding, and a
fastening member B is inserted into a fastening hole 121
provided at the cover rail 120 such that the cover rail 120
is combined with the combining unit 26.
[0062] When the cover rail 120 is combined with the
combining unit 26, a slide unit 110 is drawn to the outside
of the storage chamber 20, and then the storage box 40
is combined with the slide unit 110 to allow a combining
protrusion 111a provided at the slide unit 110 to be in-
serted into a combining groove 41 of the storage box 40.
[0063] When the storage box 40 is combined with the
slide unit 110, the slide unit 110 is guided along the cover
rail 120 by sliding so that the storage box 40 may be
inserted into and drawn from the storage chamber 20.
[0064] Since the sliding shelf 100 is combined with the
lower portion of the storage box 40, the storage box 40
may be sufficiently drawn to the outside of the storage
chamber 20 such that food, etc. stored inside the storage
box 40 may be easily taken out and used.
[0065] Additionally, due to a structure in which the slid-
ing shelf 100 is combined with the lower portion of the
storage box 40, it is possible to directly store food, etc.
in an upper portion of the sliding shelf 100 without com-
bining the storage box 40 with the upper portion of the
sliding shelf 100, and it is also possible to store food, etc.
in the storage box 40 by combining the storage box 40
with the upper portion of the sliding shelf 100.
[0066] Next, a constitution of the sliding shelf will be
described in detail.
[0067] As illustrated in FIGS. 1 to 8, the sliding shelf
100 includes the cover rail 120 combined with both side-
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walls of the storage chamber 20, the slide unit 110 sliding
along the cover rail 120, and a self-closing unit 130 which
is combined with the slide unit 110 and transfers an elas-
tic force in a direction in which the storage box 40 is in-
serted such that the storage box 40 may be easily closed
even with only a small force.
[0068] The slide unit 110 includes a sliding part 111
combined with the lower portion of the storage box 40,
and a slide rail 113 provided on both sides of the sliding
part 111 to slide along the cover rail 120.
[0069] The combining protrusion 111 a which pro-
trudes upwardly is provided at an upper portion of both
sides of a front of the sliding part 111 for combining the
storage box 40 with the sliding part 111, and the com-
bining groove 41, into which the combining protrusion
111 a is inserted, is provided at a position corresponding
to the combining protrusion 111 a at the storage box 40.
[0070] As mentioned above, the cover rail 120 is com-
bined with the combining unit 26, and guides the storage
box 40 to be inserted into and drawn from the storage
chamber 20 by sliding.
[0071] As illustrated in FIGS. 7 to 11, the self-closing
unit 130 is separately provided at both sides of a lower
portion of the sliding part 111, and includes a case 140
forming an exterior, an elastic unit 150 which is provided
inside the case 140 and accumulates an elastic force
when the storage box 40 is drawn and transfers the elas-
tic force in a direction in which the storage box 40 is in-
serted when the storage box 40 is inserted, and an oil
damper 160 which is combined with the elastic unit 150
and absorbs a shock which is generated when the stor-
age box 40 is inserted.
[0072] The elastic unit 150 includes a slider 151 moved
linearly inside the case 140, a rotator 153 rotatably com-
bined with the slider 151, and an elastic member 155 of
which both ends are respectively combined with the slider
151 and the case 140.
[0073] The slider 151 includes a rotation hole 151a in
which a rotation axis 153b provided at the rotator 153 to
be mentioned below is rotatably combined, a first fixing
groove 151b in which the elastic member 155 is fixed,
and a second fixing groove 151 c in which the oil damper
160 is fixed.
[0074] The slider 151 is moved linearly together with
the rotator 153 along a guide rail 141 to be mentioned
below, and the elastic member 155 fixed at the first fixing
groove 151 b of the slider 151 is stretched through the
linear movement such that the elastic member 155 may
accumulate an elastic force.
[0075] The rotator 153 includes a protrusion 153a
which protrudes in a downward direction of a lower por-
tion of the rotator 153 and is received at the guide rail
141 such that the rotator 153 is guided along the guide
rail 141, the rotation axis 153b which allows the rotator
153 to be rotatably combined with the slider 151, and a
locking groove 153c which is provided to allow a locking
member 123 provided at the cover rail 120 to be received
and locked.

[0076] The protrusion 153a is provided at the lower
portion of the rotator 153 to protrude toward the guide
rail 141 and be moved along the guide rail 141 such that
the rotator 153 is guided along the guide rail 141.
[0077] The rotation axis 153b is provided at an upper
portion of the rotator 153 and is rotatably combined with
the rotation hole 151 a of the slider 151.
[0078] The rotator 153 is provided to be rotatable
around the rotation axis 153b by the rotation axis 153b
such that the rotator 153 is moved linearly within a certain
section together with the slider 151 and then rotated.
[0079] The locking groove 153c is provided to allow
the locking member 123 provided at the cover rail 120 to
be locked such that the rotator 153, which is moved to-
gether with the storage box 40 when the storage box 40
is inserted or drawn, may be moved along the guide rail
141.
[0080] Since the locking member 123 provided at the
cover rail 120 which is fixed to the combining unit 26 of
the storage chamber 20 maintains a fixed status, the ro-
tator 153 is moved along the guide rail 141 when the
locking member 123 is locked to the locking groove 153c
of the rotator 153 while the storage box 40 is inserted or
drawn.
[0081] The elastic member 155 may be provided as a
spring, and both ends of the elastic member 155 are re-
spectively fixed to the case 140 and the slider 151.
[0082] Among the both ends of the elastic member
155, one end fixed to the case 140 maintains a fixed
status, and the other end fixed at the slider 151 is moved
together with the slider 151 when the slider 151 is moved
linearly, and is stretched, then returned to its original
state, and transfers an elastic force to the storage box 40.
[0083] The case 140 is provided at the lower portion
of the sliding part 111 and forms an exterior, and the
elastic unit 150 and the oil damper 160 are received in-
side the case 140.
[0084] The guide rail 141 which receives and moves
the protrusion 153a of the rotator 153, a guide part 143
which is a path through which the locking member 123
is moved together with the rotator 153, a fixer 145 which
fixes the elastic member 155, a first receiving part 147
which receives the elastic member 155, and a second
receiving part 149 which receives the oil damper 160 are
provided inside the case 140.
[0085] As mentioned above, the guide rail 141 is pro-
vided to receive the protrusion 153a provided at the ro-
tator 153 to be moved, and guides the rotator 153 and
the slider 151.
[0086] The guide rail 141 includes a straight route 141
a which guides the rotator 153 to be linearly movable in
forward and backward directions, and a locking part 141
b provided at one end of the straight route 141 a to allow
the rotator 153 to be rotated and fixed.
[0087] Operations of the rotator 153 which is guided
along the guide rail 141 and moved linearly and rotated
will be described below.
[0088] The guide part 143 is provided to be parallel to
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the straight route 141 a of the guide rail 141 and guides
the locking member 123, which is locked to the locking
groove 153c of the rotator 153 and moved together with
the rotator 153, to be linearly movable.
[0089] The oil damper 160 includes a body part 161,
the inside of which is filled with oil, which is received in
the second receiving part 149 of the case 140, and a
moving unit 163 which is received inside the body part
161 and one end of which is fixed at the second fixing
groove 151 c of the slider 151.
[0090] Since one end of the moving unit 163 is fixed
to the slider 151, the moving unit 163 is moved together
with the slider 151.
[0091] Since the slider 151 is moved together with the
storage box 40 in the same direction as the storage box
40 when the storage box 40 is inserted or drawn, the
moving unit 163 is also inserted into the body part 161
when the storage box 40 is inserted, and the moving unit
163 is drawn from the inside to the outside of the body
part 161 when the storage box 40 is drawn.
[0092] Since a shock is absorbed by oil filled in the
body part 161 during the operation of the moving unit 163
being drawn from and inserted into the body part 161, a
rapid movement of the elastic unit 150 which is caused
by an elastic force of the elastic unit 150 when the storage
box 40 is inserted may be prevented.
[0093] Therefore, a shock, which is generated by the
elastic force of the elastic unit 150 while the storage box
40 is rapidly inserted when the storage box 40 is inserted,
is absorbed such that noise may be decreased.
[0094] A locking tab 149a is provided at the second
receiving part 149 such that the body part 161 maintains
a state of being received inside the second receiving part
149 of the case 140, and only the moving unit 163 is
moved together with the slider 151, and is inserted into
and drawn from the body part 161.
[0095] The locking tab 149a is provided to form a space
through which the body part 161 is unable to pass and
only the moving unit 163 may pass, and the body part
161 is locked to the locking tab 149a to prevent move-
ment when the moving unit 163 is moved together with
the slider 151.
[0096] Next, referring to FIGS. 12 to 15, operations of
the self-closing unit 130 when the storage box 40 is in-
serted or drawn will be described as follows.
[0097] As illustrated in FIG. 12, when the storage box
40 is inserted, the locking groove 153c of the rotator 153
is in a state of being locked to the locking member 123
provided at the cover rail 120.
[0098] Since the rotator 153 is not moved yet, the elas-
tic member 155 maintains its original state before stretch-
ing, and the oil damper 160 also maintains the state in
which the moving unit 163 is inserted into the body part
161.
[0099] As illustrated in FIG. 13, when the storage box
40 is drawn, since the locking member 123 is locked to
the locking groove 153c of the rotator 153 while the stor-
age box 40 is drawn, the rotator 153 moved together with

the storage box 40 is moved backward along the straight
route 141a of the guide rail 141 by the locking member
123 fixed to the cover rail 120.
[0100] Since the protrusion 153a provided at the rota-
tor 153 is moved along the straight route 141 a while
being received in the straight route 141 a, the rotator 153
is also moved along the straight route 141a without sep-
arating from the straight route 141 a.
[0101] When the rotator 153 is moved backward along
the straight route 141a, the locking member 123 is moved
together with the rotator 153 along the guide part 143
maintaining the state of the rotator 153 being locked to
the locking groove 153c.
[0102] When the rotator 153 is moved backward along
the straight route 141 a, since the slider 151 combined
with the rotator 153 is moved together with the rotator
153, the elastic member 155 combined with the slider
151 is stretched and accumulates an elastic force.
[0103] Additionally, the moving unit 163 of the oil
damper 160 is moved together with the slider 151 and
drawn from the body part 161.
[0104] Since the rotator 153 moved along the straight
route 141a is rotatably combined with the slider 151 by
the rotation axis 153b, the protrusion 153a is rotated
around the rotation axis 153b while moving to the locking
part 141 b provided at the end of the straight route 141 a.
[0105] When the rotator 153 is locked to the locking
part 141 b and fixed, the elastic member 155 is stretched
no more and maintains the stretched state, and the mov-
ing unit 163 of the oil damper 160 is drawn no further
from the body part 161.
[0106] As illustrated in FIG. 14, when the storage box
40 is being drawn in the state of the rotator 153 being
locked to the locking part 141b, since the locking member
123 is unlocked from the locking groove 153c when the
rotator 153 is rotated and locked to the locking part 141b
in the state of the rotator 153 being locked to the locking
part 141b, only the locking member 123 unlocked from
the locking groove 153c is moved along the guide part.
[0107] As illustrated in FIG. 15, when the storage box
40 is inserted, the locking member 123 is moved forward
along the guide part 143 and locked to the locking groove
153c of the rotator 153.
[0108] When the locking member 123 is locked to the
locking groove 153c of the rotator 153, the rotator 153 is
rotated around the rotation axis 153b and unlocked from
the locking part 141b.
[0109] The rotator 153 is unlocked from the locking part
141b and moved forward together with the locking mem-
ber 123 along the straight route 141 a to return to the
state illustrated in FIG. 10.
[0110] When the rotator 153 is moved forward along
the straight route 141a, the rotator 153 is moved forward
by an elastic force of the stretched elastic member 155,
and thus the storage box 40 may be easily inserted into
the storage chamber 20 even though a user does not
push with great force.
[0111] When the rotator 153 is moved forward by an
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elastic force of the elastic member 155, the moving unit
163 of the oil damper 160 is inserted into the body part
161.
[0112] When the moving unit 163 is inserted into the
body part 161, since a shock is absorbed by oil filled
inside the body part 161, a shock of the storage box 40
inserted by the elastic force may be absorbed.
[0113] As above, although a refrigerator is described
focusing on the particular shape and directions with ref-
erence to the attached figures, it should be appreciated
by those skilled in the art that changes may be made in
these embodiments without departing from the principles
and spirit of the invention, the scope of which is defined
in the claims and their equivalents.

Claims

1. A refrigerator comprising:

a main body;
a storage chamber provided inside the main
body such that a front surface is open;
a storage box received in the storage chamber
and inserted and drawn by sliding;
a sliding shelf combined with a lower portion of
the storage box and configured to guide the stor-
age box to be inserted and drawn; and
a combining unit provided at both sidewalls of
the storage chamber to be combined with the
sliding shelf,
wherein the sliding shelf includes:

a sliding part combined with the lower por-
tion of the storage box;
a cover rail combined with the combining
unit and configured to guide the storage box
to be inserted and drawn by sliding;
a slide rail provided at the sliding part to slide
along the cover rail; and
a self-closing unit combined with the sliding
part, configured to accumulate an elastic
force when the storage box is drawn and
transfer the elastic force in a direction in
which the storage box is inserted when the
storage box is inserted, and provided with
an oil damper which absorbs a shock which
is generated by the elastic force when the
storage box is inserted.

2. The refrigerator according to claim 1, wherein the
combining unit is integrally provided at both sidewalls
of the storage chamber such that the cover rail is
fitted by sliding.

3. The refrigerator according to claim 2, wherein the
cover rail includes a fastening hole into which a fas-
tening member is inserted such that the cover rail is

fastened to the combining unit by the fastening mem-
ber after the cover rail is fitted into the combining unit

4.  The refrigerator according to claim 3, wherein a com-
bining protrusion which protrudes upwardly is pro-
vided at an upper portion of both sides of a front of
the sliding part for a combination of the storage box
and the sliding part, and a combining groove, into
which the combining protrusion is inserted, is pro-
vided at a position corresponding to the combining
protrusion at the storage box.

5. The refrigerator according to claim 4, wherein the
storage box is combined with an upper portion of the
sliding part after the cover rail is combined with the
combining unit.

6. The refrigerator according to claim 1, wherein the
self-closing unit includes a case separately provided
at both sides of a lower portion of the sliding part and
configured to form an exterior, an elastic unit which
is provided inside the case and accumulates an elas-
tic force when the storage box is drawn and transfers
the elastic force in the direction in which the storage
box is inserted into the storage chamber when the
storage box is inserted, and the oil damper combined
with the elastic unit.

7. The refrigerator according to claim 6, wherein the
elastic unit includes a slider moved linearly inside
the case, a rotator rotatably combined with the slider,
and an elastic member of which both ends are re-
spectively combined with the slider and the case.

8. The refrigerator according to claim 7, wherein the
cover rail is provided with a locking member which
is locked to the rotator when the storage box is in-
serted or drawn such that the rotator is moved line-
arly in the same direction as a moving direction of
the storage box.

9. The refrigerator according to claim 8, wherein a fixer
of which one end of the elastic member is fixed, a
first receiving part in which the elastic member is
received, a second receiving part in which the oil
damper is received, a guide rail which guides the
rotator, and a guide part which is provided to be par-
allel with the guide rail and guides the locking mem-
ber to be moved linearly are provided inside the case.

10. The refrigerator according to claim 9, wherein the
guide rail includes a straight route which guides the
rotator to be moved linearly in forward and backward
directions, and a locking part which is provided at
one end of the straight route such that the rotator is
rotated and fixed.

11. The refrigerator according to claim 10, wherein the
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rotator includes a protrusion which protrudes toward
the guide rail and is received in the guide rail such
that the rotator is guided along the guide rail, a rota-
tion axis which allows the rotator to be rotatably com-
bined with the slider, and a locking groove which is
provided so as to receive and lock the locking mem-
ber.

12. The refrigerator according to claim 11, wherein the
slider includes a rotation hole in which the rotation
axis is rotatably combined, a first fixing groove in
which the elastic member is fixed, and a second fix-
ing groove in which the oil damper is fixed.

13. The refrigerator according to claim 12, wherein the
oil damper includes a body part an inside of which
is filled with oil and which is received in the second
receiving part, and a moving unit which is received
inside the body part, fixed at the second fixing groove
and moved linearly together with the slider, and in-
serted into and drawn from the body part, wherein a
locking tab is provided in the second receiving part
so as to fix the body part to prevent a movement of
the body part.

14. The refrigerator according to claim 13, wherein the
self-closing unit is moved together with the storage
box in a direction in which the storage box is drawn
from the storage chamber and the rotator is locked
to the locking member and moved along the straight
route such that the elastic member is stretched, dur-
ing a process of removing the storage box.

15.  The refrigerator according to claim 14, wherein the
rotator is moved along the straight route together
with the slider and rotates around the rotation axis
to be locked to the locking part, the elastic member
maintains a stretched state when the rotator is locked
and fixed at the locking part, and the locking member
is moved along the guide part such that the storage
box is completely drawn while the locking member
is separated from the locking groove.

16. The refrigerator according to claim 15, wherein the
self-closing unit is moved together with the storage
box in the direction in which the storage box is in-
serted into the storage chamber, and the rotator is
locked to the locking member while the locking mem-
ber is moved along the guide part such that the ro-
tator is rotated around the rotation axis and is re-
leased from the locking part, during a process of in-
serting the storage box.

17. The refrigerator according to claim 16, wherein the
rotator is moved along the straight route and the elas-
tic force of the elastic member is transferred to the
storage box in the direction in which the storage box
is inserted into the storage chamber such that the

storage box is inserted, when the rotator is released
from the locking part.

18. The refrigerator according to claim 17, wherein the
oil damper absorbs a shock which is generated when
the storage box is inserted in such a manner that the
moving unit fixed to the slider is moved together with
the slider and drawn to an outside of the body part
when the storage box is drawn, and the moving unit
is moved together with the slider and inserted into
the body part when the storage box is inserted.

19. A refrigerator comprising:

a main body;
a storage chamber provided inside the main
body such that a front surface is open;
a storage box received in the storage chamber;
a cover rail combined with both sidewalls of the
storage chamber and configured to guide the
storage box to be inserted and drawn by sliding;
a slide unit combined with a lower portion of the
storage box to slide along the cover rail; and
a self-closing unit which is combined with the
slide unit and configured to transfer an elastic
force in a direction in which the storage box is
inserted into the storage chamber,
wherein the self-closing unit includes:

an elastic unit which accumulates an elastic
force when the storage box is drawn; and
an oil damper which accumulates a damp-
ing force when the elastic unit accumulates
the elastic force,
wherein the accumulated elastic force and
damping force act on the storage box at the
same time when the storage box is inserted
such that the storage box is inserted by the
elastic force and a shock, which is generat-
ed on the storage box when the storage box
is inserted, is absorbed by the damping
force.

20. The refrigerator according to claim 19, wherein the
slide unit includes a sliding part combined with the
lower portion of the storage box, and a slide rail pro-
vided in the sliding part to slide along the cover rail.

21. The refrigerator according to claim 19, wherein the
self-closing unit further includes a case separately
provided at both sides of a lower portion of the sliding
part and configured to form an exterior, and the elas-
tic unit and the oil damper are received inside the
case.

22. The refrigerator according to claim 21, wherein the
elastic unit includes a slider moved linearly inside
the case, a rotator rotatably combined with the slider,
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and an elastic member of which both ends are re-
spectively combined with the slider and the case.

23.  The refrigerator according to claim 22, wherein the
cover rail is provided with a locking member which
is locked to the rotator when the storage box is in-
serted or drawn such that the rotator is moved line-
arly in the same direction as a moving direction of
the storage box.

24. The refrigerator according to claim 23, wherein a fix-
er of which one end of the elastic member is fixed,
a first receiving part in which the elastic member is
received, a second receiving part in which the oil
damper is received, a guide rail which guides the
rotator, and a guide part which is provided to be par-
allel with the guide rail and guides the locking mem-
ber to be moved linearly are provided inside the case.

25. The refrigerator according to claim 24, wherein the
guide rail includes a straight route which guides the
rotator to be moved linearly in forward and backward
directions, and a locking part which is provided at
one end of the straight route such that the rotator is
rotated and fixed.

26. The refrigerator according to claim 25, wherein the
rotator includes a protrusion which protrudes toward
the guide rail and is received in the guide rail such
that the rotator is guided along the guide rail, a rota-
tion axis which allows the rotator to be rotatably com-
bined with the slider, and a locking groove which is
provided so as to receive and lock the locking mem-
ber.

27. The refrigerator according to claim 26, wherein the
slider includes a rotation hole in which the rotation
axis is rotatably combined, a first fixing groove in
which the elastic member is fixed, and a second fix-
ing groove in which the oil damper is fixed.

28. The refrigerator according to claim 27, wherein the
oil damper includes a body part an inside of which
is filled with oil and which is received in the second
receiving part, and a moving unit which is received
inside the body part, fixed at the second fixing groove
and moved linearly together with the slider, and in-
serted into and drawn from the body part, wherein a
locking tab is provided in the second receiving part
so as to fix the body part to prevent a movement of
the body part.

29. The refrigerator according to claim 28, wherein the
self-closing unit is moved together with the storage
box in a direction in which the storage box is drawn
from the storage chamber, and the rotator is locked
to the locking member and moved along the straight
route such that the elastic member is stretched, dur-

ing a process of removing the storage box.

30. The refrigerator according to claim 29, wherein the
rotator is moved along the straight route together
with the slider and rotates around the rotation axis
to be locked to the locking part, the elastic member
maintains a stretched state when the rotator is locked
and fixed at the locking part, and the locking member
is moved along the guide part such that the storage
box is completely drawn while the locking member
is separated from the locking groove.

31. The refrigerator according to claim 30, wherein the
self-closing unit is moved together with the storage
box in the direction in which the storage box is in-
serted into the storage chamber, and the rotator is
locked to the locking member while the locking mem-
ber is moved along the guide part such that the ro-
tator is rotated around the rotation axis and is re-
leased from the locking part, during a process of in-
serting the storage box.

32. The refrigerator according to claim 31, wherein the
rotator is moved along the straight route, and an elas-
tic force of the elastic member is transferred to the
storage box in the direction in which the storage box
is inserted into the storage chamber such that the
storage box is inserted, when the rotator is released
from the locking part.

33. The refrigerator according to claim 32, wherein the
oil damper absorbs a shock which is generated when
the storage box is inserted in such a manner that the
moving unit fixed to the slider is moved together with
the slider and drawn to an outside of the body part
when the storage box is drawn, and the moving unit
is moved together with the slider and inserted into
the body part when the storage box is inserted.

34. A refrigerator comprising:

a main body;
a storage chamber provided inside the main
body such that a front surface is open;
a storage box received in the storage chamber;
a cover rail combined with both sidewalls of the
storage chamber and configured to guide the
storage box to be inserted and drawn by sliding,
and in which a locking member is provided;
a slide unit combined with a lower portion of the
storage box to slide along the cover rail;
an elastic unit which is combined with the slide
unit, and in which a locking groove, which is
locked to the locking member when the storage
box is inserted or drawn, is provided to accumu-
late an elastic force when the locking member
is locked to the locking groove while the storage
box is drawn, and transfer the elastic force to
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the storage box when the locking member is
locked to the locking groove while the storage
box is inserted; and
an oil damper, which accumulates a damping
force when the elastic unit accumulates the elas-
tic force and absorbs a shock, which is gener-
ated on the storage box by the elastic force, us-
ing the accumulated damping force when the
elastic unit transfers the elastic force to the stor-
age box.
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